VARiTY POINTS FOR LAST GAME

Washington, Again in Line-up, Flashes Same Ability Displayed in Early Season Games

FIRST TEAM SCORES CONSISTENTLY

VARSITY POINTS

Spokane, Washington Elect Noel to keep this offense at Oils high stage I upon a parity with its stonewall defense. Injuries to tellin "a8 the season, he flashed form that stamped , active and |tory. MtatAiye |d Papworth at tackles. Dewhlrs; and the Junior Varsity line operated up by John's at

In the latter part of the afternoon, December 1, when the Red and White contests which will be disclosed at a later date. The promising Little will be bought this Saturday, December 2, when the Red and Blue satisfactory meet the Tigers of Princeton on Franklin Field. A victory for Princeton brings the trophy in Intercollegiate League. The bowmen, by beating Yale, Harvard and Cornell, are in position to post a still greater record this year. The Illini, although tied by Harvard in the latter part of the season, won the possession of the League leadership with wings in lethargy. Others were not given preference in this sale according to the most engaging

Note Speaker to Students Opens Series

CAMPUS SENTIMENT FAVORABLE

Individuals Appointed With Christian Leader Can be Made by Students At Houston Club

Charles W. Gilkey, noted through his association with many educational and religious institutions as the most engaging speaker to students on up-to-date, practical subjects, was given an opportunity to open the series of Fall tourism at the Academy of Music under the auspices of the Christian Association in holding these conferences Dr. Gilkey hopes to be of service to the students in solving their personal problems or their campus difficulties.

VARSITY DRIBBLERS LEARN SIMPLE PLAYS

Coach McNichol devoted the major portion of last night's practice to inventing and explaining a few simple moves to his varsity team. These first, plays, and the others that will follow from time to time, are merely to fill the idle moments of a game, the rules of which are to advantage over the whole pop is rolling off the flats, a light flag being only the tip of his recent injury.

PLAY TOURNEY FOR POOL TANGRAM

Another activity to interest members of the undergraduate body has been the completion of a pool tournament to be held in the Houston Club. The competition will get under way today and continue for the next several days.

All competitors are requested to sign up with Mr. Bell in the pool parlors of the university or a college course. That is why the university was never more apparent. Bight voting trust the Board of Trustees of the University, professors and
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Does and Dean took part in a short air rifle drill but did not enter the competition. Air rifle was not a really big hunt, but did evoking Res, a special type of low construction based to solve the other problems in the same way that will present the main problems of a general nature, of which will be disclosed at a later date. The promising Little will be bought this Saturday, December 2, when the Red and Blue satisfactory meet the Tigers of Princeton on Franklin Field. A victory for Princeton brings the trophy in Intercollegiate League. The bowmen, by beating Yale, Harvard and Cornell, are in position to post a still greater record this year. The Illini, although tied by Harvard in the latter part of the season, won the possession of the League leadership with wings in lethargy. Others were not given preference in this sale according to the most engaging
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NOTICES

SPORTS
Wrestling—Continuation of tryouts for Varsity today.
Roe—Following men report for Coaches talk at Celg Hall today at 8:30: Richardson, Balle, Coper, Butcher, connor, Baker, Mabon, Rees, Watters, Mone, nicholas, Stallworth, Hamilton, Rife.
Swimming—All managerial candidates report at 1:00 today at Houston Club
Bowling—Third team and Freshman report for practice at 2.
Basketball—A. Banks on sate every day for a. Office of Counsel on Athletics.

PUBLICATIONS
Red and Blue—All leaders report every day. Material due for December issue this week.
Class Record—All Sections have pictures taken at Gilbert and Bacon as soon as possible. Call Spring 4311 for appointment.
Troupe Scientific Journal—Meeting of board members for elections today.
Class Record—All sections have pictures made at Gilbert and Bacon as soon as possible. Call Spring 4311 for appointment.

La Belle Societ—There will be a meeting at Houston Hall at 7:00 tonight.
Loyang County Club—Meet in Houston Hall tomorrow morning at 11:00.
Lehigh-Hampton County—Will hold smoker at 7:00 tonight at Houston Hall. All male students from Lehigh and Northampton Counties are invited.
German-American Friends Club—Meeting Houston Hall at 7:00 tomorrow.
Instrumental Club—Men who are going to League Island report Thursday, 4:15 Houston Hall.

ENGINEERING SELLS, TOO!
A whole lot of the make-believe has been eliminated from selling operations in the past ten years. The old idea that salesmen were born to the sample-case, that they carried some sort of a special diploma from the University of Posse, had less to break camp, along with the other exploded theory which insisted that a salesman must be "a good fellow," a man of strange habits, tremendous stories, and unquestioned qualities both as a mixer, and as an assimilator.

Now we believe—nay, we know—that the best salesman is the man who knows most about his goods, and can talk most interestingly about them.

This being the proven case, it isn't so queer that engineering should find a real and effective application in the selling field, especially if the merchandise marketed is an engineering product that is bought and operated by engineers.

Every engineer who now engages in the sale and distribution of Westinghouse products feels that he is doing work worthy of his training—for he is carrying Service and Sincerity to Industry, and to mankind! He is out where the fighting is often the fiercest, and he is putting up a battle for the things that he believes are right. And a man can't expect, nor ask, a bigger chance than that!

Sixty percent approximately, of the engineering graduates who come to Westinghouse find their way eventually into some phase of selling. We are proud to have them there—and they are glad to be there!
INTERNATIONAL DINING ROOM
3903 SPRUCE STREET

FRANK C. KELLY
Pioneer Butter House
Farmers Market, 4013 Market Street
Cheese-Eggs-Poultry
Farm Products

Nifty Ben
BILLIARD PARLOR 15 TABLES
33d & Chestnut

ISADORE SENATOR
Musical & Entertainment Bureau
Select Entertainers, Orchestrors and Bands for All Social Functions
DOWNTOWN OFFICE—Hotel Allegheny Phone, Walnut 6000
UPTOWN OFFICE—1525 Old York Road Phone, Wyoming 6008

INTERNATIONAL DINNER ROOM
WEDNESDAY EVENING RECEPTIONS

MANICURING
We Solicit Your Patronage
Prompt Sonitonj Service

NOW is the time to take Private Lessons.

ISADORE SENATOR
* * * * * * * * * * * * *

For the convenience of University of Pennsylvania students, our Campus Shop is now open at 3709 Spruce St.

Tony's Barber Shop
Formerly the Dorms
Best Sanitary Service
We Select Your Patronage

Tony's Barber Shop
3719 Spruce St.

A National Institution
Browning King & Co.
University Branch: 3709 Spruce Street
Main Store: 1524-1526 Chestnut Street

For the convenience of University of Pennsylvania students, our Campus Shop is now open at 3709 Spruce St.

This shop is featuring a complete assortment of Browning, King & Co.'s English and Collegiate models in Men's Suits, Overcoats, Sport and Dress Apparel.

GILBERT and BACON
Photographers
1624 CHESTNUT ST.
50% Discount To Students
Official Photographer for 1923 Nurses Record, 1923 Class Record and 1922 Dental Record.

The Anchor Company, Inc.
We will build your suit from your measurements.
60 N. ELEVENTH ST. PHILA.

Where Else Should One Go! for the most delicious meal of all than BOOTHBY'S

BEASTON'S
3781 SPRUCE STREET
Opp. Dorms.

Belle Mead Sweets
ALWAYS FRESH
at Beaston's and Pinchbacks Pharmacy

Trussell
One-Piece All-Leather Covers

TRY OUR COFFEE AND COFFEE CAKES AT OUR SANITARY FOUNTAIN

BELL PHONE, LOCUST 3192
WEDNESDAY EVENING RECEPTIONS

Dancing is the life of every party. Now is the time to take Private Lessons.

Cortissoz School, 1520 Chestnut St.
A Teacher for Each Pupil

The home town of the Big Red Team which will sail forth to meet the University on Thanksgiving has not always borne the name which it holds today. In fact, prior to 1816 Ithaca went by the name of the region on which it is situated.

The present Count speaks several languages fluently; a faculty which is doubtless inherited from his grandfather who spoke French among other languages better than Napoleon, whose Corsican ancestors were somewhat noticeable.

This will be one of a series of lectures planned by the University which will be of interest to everyone interested in history and literature.

The prediction by Count Ilya Tolstoy that the economic conferences at Genoa and the Hague would fail, was for him the semoir of respect of some of the world's greatest statesmen. He points out the difference between French or American revolutions and the Russian upheaval.

The present Count speaks several languages fluently; a faculty which is doubtless inherited from his grandfather who spoke French among other languages better than Napoleon, whose Corsican ancestors were somewhat noticeable. Count Tolstoy has an extremely pleasing personality and in his recent addresses has won the complete approval of his audiences.

BOOTHBY'S
Sea Food, Neptune's prized delights wonderfully prepared and served in happy surroundings - where the reputation of 45 years has been earned.

"Leo Tolstoy—His Works" Subject of Talk
By Iya Tolstoy Monday Nov. 27
In Houston Hall

OPPOSED TO BOLSHEVIST RULE

"Leo Tolstoy—His Works" will be the subject of the lecture by Count Iya Tolstoy on Nov. 27 in Houston Hall. An invitation is extended to everyone interested in the famous Russian author and philosopher by the University to bear the address on Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock.

This will be one of a series of lectures planned by the University which will be open to the public. Special interest is attached to this lecture since Count Leo Tolstoy is the father and also the tutor of the speaker. Leo Tolstoy, a member of one of the oldest noble families of Russia, did more to reveal the true nature of the despotism that ruled Russia than any other author.

Count Iya Tolstoy and his father are both opposed to the Bolshevist regime now prevailing in Russia. The lecture is intended to be the rule by violence, rather than by the popular will of the people.

They favor the constructive and democratic spirit of this country and predict that a United States of Russia will emerge from the ruins of the present Russian government.

The prediction by Count Iya Tolstoy that the economic conferences at Genoa and the Hague would fail, was for him the solemn of respect of some of the world's greatest statesmen. He points out the difference between French or American revolutions and the Russian upheaval.

The present Count speaks several languages fluently; a faculty which is doubtless inherited from his grandfather who spoke French among other languages better than Napoleon, whose Corsican ancestors were somewhat noticeable. Count Tolstoy has an extremely pleasing personality and in his recent addresses has won the complete approval of his audiences.

YARIED HISTORY IN NAMING OF ITHACA

NAMELESS, not being given a name, the Indians who first settled in the territory now known as the State of New York, which was the same name it holds today.

In fact, prior to 1816 Ithaca went by the name of the region on which it is situated.

The residents of the town, feeling that they were worthy of a better name, changed to the name of the city which bears the Crecian name it holds today.

In ignorance or defiance of the unfortunate title, it is said the settlement Sodom was changed to the name of the city which bears the Crecian name it holds today.

In the town in 1816 established the Ithaca House. His tavern evidently became popular.

In fact, prior to 1816 Ithaca went by the name of the region on which it is situated.

This will be one of a series of lectures planned by the University which will be open to the public. Special interest is attached to this lecture since Count Leo Tolstoy is the father and also the tutor of the speaker. Leo Tolstoy, a member of one of the oldest noble families of Russia, did more to reveal the true nature of the despotism that ruled Russia than any other author.

Count Iya Tolstoy and his father are both opposed to the Bolshevist regime now prevailing in Russia. The lecture is intended to be the rule by violence, rather than by the popular will of the people.

They favor the constructive and democratic spirit of this country and predict that a United States of Russia will emerge from the ruins of the present Russian government.

The prediction by Count Iya Tolstoy that the economic conferences at Genoa and the Hague would fail, was for him the solemn of respect of some of the world's greatest statesmen. He points out the difference between French or American revolutions and the Russian upheaval.

The present Count speaks several languages fluently; a faculty which is doubtless inherited from his grandfather who spoke French among other languages better than Napoleon, whose Corsican ancestors were somewhat noticeable. Count Tolstoy has an extremely pleasing personality and in his recent addresses has won the complete approval of his audiences.

Opportunity
We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent
Philadelphia Bank Building
441 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA 2352

BERKSHIRE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

OPPORTUNITY

PENCILS

We will build your suit from your measurements.
60 N. ELEVENTH ST.
PHILA.

The Anchor Company, Inc.
We will build your suit from your measurements.
60 N. ELEVENTH ST.
PHILA.

Where Else Should One Go! for the most delicious meal of all than BOOTHBY'S

BOOTHBY'S
GRACIOUS!

It is common gossip in collegiate circles that football relations between Cornell and Illinois High School are adversely strained.

G. Dobie expects the game with Pennsylvania to be a battle to the death. We offer you our condolences, Illinois.

“She’ll be there again.”

One freshman thought that the song, "The Pennsylvania Girl," referred to the Co-eds. Just read the words of the song, Pennsylvania, and you’ll see your mistake.

“B. B.”

HEADLINES AS WE SEE THEM

INSURANCE TRAINED ON ALL MOTORCARS—Who

not try the owners?

INSURED MONEY FOR ANY MUSEUM—Art must

go for a fast pace.

"Z. J. H."

RIGHT?

If we were going to pick the cast for the production of "Dead Men Tell No Tales" we know which Whar-"

ton Indoor we would make the title role.

"BRICK LEGS"

TIME OUT!

After the first B. L. exam, we concluded that the Instruc-

tor had no consideration and that the Student can’t recover.

"TWEET T. SICKS"

USE WEED CHAINS

We see by the papers that Cornell is preparing for the Penn game. We wonder if they are getting trick umbrellas and milk

pies and have them yodel in unison as they gaily skip from

place to place.

"KNO—ZEE"

AN IDEA

That "rustic" iron bridge you notice as you pass down the walk from College Hall to the right of the Library is, no

doubt, an attempt by our campus architects to beautify our Campus and destroy the effect of the city as much as possi-ble. This move in the right direction and we venture the following suggestions:

1. Place a rustic log archway over the Houston Club en

trance set off by a neat sign "Abandon all hope, ye who would enter here.”

2. Direct a walkway between the various buildings on each side of the Wharton School steps giving impression of a pas-

tage.

3. Provide our Co-Eds with sun hats, white aprons and milk

pies and have them yell in unison as they gaily skip from

place to library.

4. Outfit the Pennsylvania editors as farm boys carrying pitchforks.

5. Have the Punch Bowl before standing on various corners around campus operating cheap steak stands.

6. Place a large "We’re Swimming Allowed" sign over the Gym pool.

7. Paper the outside of the Fine Arts School with Circus

posters.

8. Refer to the Wharton House as "The Tavern," to

Bennett’s as "The Coffee Shoppe" and to a certain

place where men may congregate and form friendships, with-

out life loses much of Its appeal. With Its cosy cor-

ner of conversation, Its large and comfortable reading

rooms.


THE PENNSYLVANIANS' RIVALS

From the confusion of Monday morning, a fact emerges which has no inconsiderable significance to football at the University of Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has no traditional football rivals save Cornell. This is a fact which may be disputed but is not controverted. We write of the Cornell relations alone. In the past, no other team has been so far this year. We do not view none of them in the light that we consider the Thank-

sgiving Day game. Our rivalry with dermatologists is of long standing, but it is not on a footing of equals. Relations were re-

sented with Navy only after a breach of several years dura-

tion and the excitement aroused by that gridiron combat was caused less by the fact of the city as much as possi-

bly. This move in the right direction and we venture the following suggestions:

1. Place a rustic log archway over the Houston Club en-

trance set off by a neat sign "Abandon all hope, ye who would enter here.”

2. Direct a walkway between the various buildings on each side of the Wharton School steps giving impression of a pas-

tage.

3. Provide our Co-Eds with sun hats, white aprons and milk

pies and have them yell in unison as they gaily skip from

place to library.

4. Outfit the Pennsylvania editors as farm boys carrying

pitchforks.

5. Have the Punch Bowl before standing on various corners around campus operating cheap steak stands.

6. Place a large "We’re Swimming Allowed" sign over the

Gym pool.

7. Paper the outside of the Fine Arts School with Circus

posters.

8. Refer to the Wharton House as "The Tavern," to

Bennett’s as "The Coffee Shoppe" and to a certain

place where men may congregate and form friendships, with-

out life loses much of Its appeal. With Its cosy cor-

ner of conversation, Its large and comfortable reading

rooms.

Our relations with Cornell are the paradoxical ones of "friend

athletics. The keenness of our rivalry has always lent zest to

football at the University. The answer must be "No." Players and students alike need

ness has not intervened to mar the pleasure of the contest.

variably are a credit to their university and to intercollegiate

universities now on our schedule or must Pennsylvania seek

will always remain Pennsylvania’s greatest rival. As a uni-

versity against university.

SUMMARY

For eight successive years, the Real and Blue has met

Pennsylvania's relations with Penn State have been con-

sumed Witt Navy only after a breacli of several years dura-

standing, but it is not on an equal basis. Relations were re-

sented with Navy only after a breach of several years dura-

tion and the excitement aroused by that gridiron combat was caused less by the fact of the city as much as possi-

bly. This move in the right direction and we venture the following suggestions:

1. Place a rustic log archway over the Houston Club en-

trance set off by a neat sign "Abandon all hope, ye who would enter here.”

2. Direct a walkway between the various buildings on each side of the Wharton School steps giving impression of a pas-

tage.

3. Provide our Co-Eds with sun hats, white aprons and milk

pies and have them yell in unison as they gaily skip from

place to library.

4. Outfit the Pennsylvania editors as farm boys carrying

pitchforks.

5. Have the Punch Bowl before standing on various corners around campus operating cheap steak stands.

6. Place a large "We’re Swimming Allowed" sign over the

Gym pool.

7. Paper the outside of the Fine Arts School with Circus

posters.

8. Refer to the Wharton House as "The Tavern," to

Bennett’s as "The Coffee Shoppe" and to a certain

place where men may congregate and form friendships, with-

out life loses much of Its appeal. With Its cosy cor-

ner of conversation, Its large and comfortable reading

rooms.

from the confusion of Monday morning, a fact emerges which has no inconsiderable significance to football at the University of Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has no traditional football rivals save Cornell. This is a fact which may be disputed but is not controverted. We write of the Cornell relations alone. In the past, no other team has been so far this year. We do not view none of them in the light that we consider the Thanksgiving Day game. Our rivalry with dermatologists is of long standing, but it is not on a footing of equals. Relations were represented with Navy only after a breach of several years duration and the excitement aroused by that gridiron combat was caused less by the fact of the city as much as possibly. This move in the right direction and we venture the following suggestions:

1. Place a rustic log archway over the Houston Club entrance set off by a neat sign "Abandon all hope, ye who would enter here.”

2. Direct a walkway between the various buildings on each side of the Wharton School steps giving impression of a passage.

3. Provide our Co-Eds with sun hats, white aprons and milk pies and have them yell in unison as they gaily skip from place to library.

4. Outfit the Pennsylvania editors as farm boys carrying pitchforks.

5. Have the Punch Bowl before standing on various corners around campus operating cheap steak stands.

6. Place a large "We’re Swimming Allowed" sign over the Gym pool.

7. Paper the outside of the Fine Arts School with Circus posters.

8. Refer to the Wharton House as "The Tavern," to Bennett’s as "The Coffee Shoppe" and to a certain place where men may congregate and form friendships, without which life loses much of its appeal. With its cozy corner of conversation, its large and comfortable reading rooms and its pool table, the Houston Club offers Pennsylvania men the opportunity to come together and know one another. Its advantages do not go unnoted or unappreciated.
RESTAURANT
Mtay put whan  you with to.

to   the   eighteenth   holt.
NtiLM to the man who
'tfading on air, and you

We do our own baking

Prices  as  right  as  the  mer-

chanise.

3647 Woodland Ave.

Vice-Roy

New to the man who Is interested in a comedy walk to the eighteenth hole.
Trailing on air, and you

New Raja Sole

Imported Scotch Grain

It will indeed be a privilege to show you this number.

Price at $9.00

Louis Mark

3647 Woodland Ave.

"Right on the Campus"

Open Evenings

NEW Idea that you Glad
in Clothing and Cloth-
ings are first shown in Reid's

It's just as much.

JACOB REEDS SONS
1404 - 36 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA

DR. C. W. GILKEY COMES ABLY PREPARED TO SPEAK ABOUT COLLEGE STUDENT'S PROBLEMS

Upon graduation in 1893, Dr. Gilkey toured the United States, the South of the Y. M. C. A., touring and holding meetings at prep schools and colleges. He also assumed a charge in New York where he became actively connected with social service work. Between this time and 1919 when he assumed the pastorate of the Hyde Park Church in Chicago, Dr. Gilkey travelled and studied in Europe and the United States. His congregation at the Hyde Park Church, realizing his value as a speaker to college men, releases him for a number of weeks during the year to do deputation work and conduct series of talks at Universities. He has visited practically every Mid-Western institution and regularly speaks at Lake, Harvard, and Amherst.

HAWER LEADS PENNSYLVANIA TEAM IN INDIVIDUAL SCORING

"Tex" Honors leads the Pennsylvania football team in scoring with 54 points.

The big halfback has scored four touchdowns and on ten occasions has garnered the extra points following the goal.

George Sullivan halfback, ranks second in the University scoring list with 50 points, the result of five touchdowns.

Kingsley, fullback of Franklin and Marshall College, who played against Pennsylvania earlier in the season, leads the collegiate field of halfbacks in scoring with a total of 120 points. Kingsley also scored in the touchdown-scoring meeting with twenty to his name.

Winner of the halftime races next to Kingsley with 81 points, while Wilson, the Penn state halfback and Robertson of Carnegie, are tied for third with ten points less.

Curled the only remaining team on the Pennsylvania schedule ranks high in the scoring with Pratt, Kasir, Roberston, Key and Hart making up the first two. Pratts 668 with 68 points while Kasir is ninth in 63 points. Ram-

HOLD POSTPONED VIGILANCE COMMITTEE SESSION TONIGHT

Officers against Freshman regula-

Our Clothes

offer you excellence of material and con-

Our mission is to extend an invitation to inspect the latest approved patterns in the new arrivals.

Sigma Tau and Omega 01 to 995

Special Tuenda Sigma 75 to 995

PYLE and INNES

Leading College Tailors

1112 WALNUT ST

THE PALLETTE

BREAKFAST - LUNCH - TEA - DINNER

Table D'Hote and A La Carte Service

All Food Deliciously Home Cooked

120 No. 36th Street

Open 8 until 8

NEW Idea that you Glad
in Clothing and Cloth-
ings are first shown in Reid's

PHILO SMITHING, Hardware

House Furnishings, Glass, Paints, Plumbing Supplies, Etc.

Special Desk Lamps while they last $2.95

3602 Market St.

Both Phones

The Drover's & Merchants National Bank

Opposite West Phila. Station, P. R. R.

We extend a cordial invitation to the faculty, students and general family of the University of Pennsylvania, to inspect our new and beautiful bank build-

ing at 3449 Walnut Street.

Real equipment to render thorough protective service. We will welcome your patronage.

Capital, $300,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits $64,000

Total Resources, $354,000

Space Reserved For

West Indie S. S. Co.
SATURDAY SEPT. 30 AT BUSINESS MANAGER'S OFFICE 5 TO 6 P.M.

PKEILA.

EDWARD O. HOFFELD, 2718 W. SELLER ST.

WANTED—Students to solicit orders for Waterman pens. 319 SO. 10TH ST. 493 TYPED

WRITTEN IT STIVES TIME. MIMEOGRAPHING.

STENOGRAPHER

STOP AT STATIONこういう里実を回来てください。

PENNSYLVANIA

LOST—On Friday one 1926 A. A. Book marked 1925. If returned to us to sell.

MEN IN COLLEGE—GOOD money repre-

Reward.

P.M. MONDAY.

CATHERH KXPERIENCED. DESIRES FRATERNITY

husbands. To wear purchased by us to sell

ID.

MEN'S SHOES

THE FRENCH, SHRINER & URMER

DELICATESSEN STORE

Hot and Cold Drinks at our Fountain

Table Service

ORDERS DELIVERED UNTIL 12 P.M.

PHONE: BARING 7998

3635-37 WALNUT STREET